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CHAPTER I 
.-
WHY THE PHYSICAL INVENT-bRY 
. -
-
In spite of the progress made duriftg recent ~ears 
/ 
through the use of better industrial ~€~~ike~ping 
methods and perpetual inventory, inventory systems, 
few, if any f irms have abandoned the periodical \. ______ 
.. 
shut-down for making an actual count of materials 
and supplies. This shut-down is not any great 
criticism directed at the many excellent means of 
material control afforded b~ stock records properly 
designed and maintained. The shut-down is necessary 
because so many variables surround the movement of 
materials that even the most carefully operated 
records fail at times to show the actual and true facts. 
At certain periods, therefore, it bec.omes necessary 
to suspend operations and take an actual count of all 
material on hand _with its consequent unproductive 
expense and the interruption to production schedules, 
to derive as near an authentic record of t he condition 
for financial purpos~s, the Federal Tax Authorities 
and the accounting by which the cost and production 
of the department and company as a whole can be 
ascerta ~ned. Of course, there are certain businesses 
which do not require this shut-down. Their system of 
inventory control and their peculiar inventory may 
allow an actual count during the year of all 
material at the time their inventory records show 
a minimum quantity on hand. Provided the record 
for each material is adjusted at the time of count 
to the actual quantity on hand and further provided 
that all material has been counted at least once in 
, -. 
the period, an inventory may be computed from the 
balance as shown by the inventory record. This 
inventory would serve the same purpose as a physical 
on~ taken on a certain day. The procedure outlined ~ 
in this manual provides for a physical inventory to 
be taken at a certain time, preferably at the close 
of the business year. The principles would apply also 
to the counting of material during the year for those 
businesses where it is possible to compute the inventory / 
from Inventory records. 
To the uninitiatEdthe inventory taking period means 
the counting of all materials on hand; a period of 
repairing and putting the plant in order for another 
year's work, a period to be used by certain departments 
to "catch-upu. To the initiated on the other hand, 
this period means other t .hings; the creation of a 
large temporary organization to take the inventory; 
the instruction of this organization; the planning 
and preparation of a large number of procedures and 
rules; the careful supervision of this temporary 
organization and an added responsibility carrying 
much criticism and no reward. 
Because it is a "necessary evil~ received with no 
enthusiasm by the organization to take it, expensive 
to a firm by reason of loss of production and large 
unproductive payrolls, the physical inventory is 
usually given less consideration then it deserves, 
although it may be the largest asset on the balance 
sheet; and if properly taken and arranged may disclose 
a vast amount of valuable information for administrative 
purposes. Many executives will admit that year after 
_year they are dissatisfied with the inventory result. 
They fail to observe, however, the many difficulties 
which arise at inventory time; and they fail to 
realize that they are responsible for placing this 
important work in the hands of those who will not 
exert the effort to plan intelligently and thoroughly. 
The interval of a year is sufficient time to allow 
the mistakes of the last inventory to be forgotten 
with the result that unsatisfactory conditions 
continue year after year. 
Some of the reasons why many inventories are 
unsuccessful are as follows: 
1. The inventory organization is a 
temorary one. 
2. There is little or no feeling of 
responsibility because it is a 
temporary organization. 
3. There is an antipathy to inventory 
work on the part of most employees, 
especially office workers. 
4. Many seek exemption from the in-
ventory on the plea that work in 
their own department is behind 
schedule; that the inventory periods 
affords them an opportunity to 
"catch-up". 
5. Department heads fail to realize 
the necessity for cooperation and 
hence attempt to have as many of 
their own subordinates exempted as 
possible. 
6. There is a feeling or 11 let the other 
fellow do the work". 
7. Employees dislike being under the 
supervision or a temporary boss. 
a. There is a general feeling that 
inventory time is a rest period. 
9. It is difficult to find an Inventory 
SUpervisor broad enough to under-
stand the relation of the inventory 
to the Accounting and Production 
Departments. · 
10. Concerns lack, and have lacked for 
years, a concept of what an inventory 
organization should consist of. 
11. Employees are not properly instructed 
in the duties which they are to perform. 
12. Preparation for the inventory is left 
until the last minute with the result 
that confusion exists from the start. 
13. Employees are at a loss to know 
exactly what is to be done and in 
what manner, with the result that 
more time is required for taking 
the inventory than should be necessary. 
and a great deal of valuable informa-
tion is never obtained. 
14. No arrangements are made ahead of time 
to put the plant in such order as will 
facilitate a quick, accurat~ dependable 
and time saving count • . 
15. The manufacturing departments are allowed 
to resume operations before the inventory 
is completed. 
16. No Inventory Manual, containing complete 
and detailed instructions and procedures 
for the guidance of all, is provided. 
It is not strange, therefore, that employees should 
take so little interest in the physical inventory 
when the executives themselves, show so little concern 
in establishing a definite and complete inventory 
program and fail to instruct employees in the far 
reaching value that attaches to a successful inventory. 
The first step, therefore, to bring about a more 
success£ul physical inventory is the preparation of 
an inventory rrAnual, a book of instructions, procedures, 
forms, tabulations and all other necessary inventory 
. informa~ion for the guidance of those who are to 
participate. A manual once prepared should be added 
to from year to year as the result of experience 
gained in past inventories. Every special ruling 
( 
0 
approved of, all necessary changes, new procedures 
surrounding new conditions - all of these should be 
incorporated in the manual and preserved as the 
accepted inventory practice. 
The inventory should be so planned that the result 
may be used for the following purposes: 
FINANCIAL 
1. General Balance Sheet. 
2. Profit and L9ss and Income Statements. 
3. Income Tax Returns - Federal and state. 
4. Personal Taxes. 
5. Statement of Cash Requirements. 
6. Adjustment of Book Inventory and Cost 
of Goods sold. 
7. Depreciation and Obsolescence of stock. 
a. Insurance. 
9. Inventory Turnover. 
N~NUFACTURING 
1. To correct and adjust stores ledgers 
with the physical inventory and to 
reconcile the controlling accounts. 
2. To adjust production records. 
3. To revise production schedule, especially 
with respect to material which records 
do not show as being in the process of 
manufac~ure. 
4. To correct the quantities shown on bin 
tags with actual quantities inventoried. 
5. To prevent over production. 
'I 
6. To discover obsolete materials in 
production which are supposed to have 
been discontinued. 
7. To discover "lost" lots on orders in 
the shop. 
8. To determine the unbalanced condition 
of raw material, parts and assemblies. 
~. To correct production schedules. 
10. To show the reduction of obsolete and 
non-current models, products and materials. 
11. To show the amount of obsolete stock on 
hand caused by engineering or specification 
changes on current models or products. 
12. To deterrr1ine whether the indirect materials 
and consumable tools are in excess of 
requirements. 
13. To determine an overstock of spare parts 
which might be released for the manufacture 
of product. 
14. To determine shortages in spare parts stores 
causing poor service to customers. 
15. To discover material not supposed to be 
on hand. 
PURCHASING 
1. To prevent over-purchasing with the 
resultant excessive inventories. 
2. To enable the Purchasing Department to 
learn of shortages in stocks which should 
be ordered at once in order to prevent a 
tie-up of production. 
3. To render information concerning obsolete 
raw material on hand which may be disposed 
of to other concerns. 
fl 
4. To notikY the Purchasing Department of 
all rejected material which because of 
defects should be returned to vendors. 
5. To report materials owned by the 
company on consignment at other plants 
for manufacture. 
6. To notify the Purchasing Department of 
obsolete indirect materials and consumable 
tools which may be disposed of to other 
concerns. 
SALES 
1. To show the quantity of finished products 
at various locations. 
2. To show the quantity of products at 
exhibitions, fairs and permanent shows. 
3. To compare unfilled orders with stock 
on hand. 
4. To show details of the unfilled and 
unshipped orders. 
These uses or inventory data are not exhaustive 
but are indicative or what administrative information 
may be obtained if the inventory is properly summarized. 
The reasons, then, for taking a physical inventory 
may be srunmed up in the following two paragraphs: 
(a) To determine, by actual count, the 
material and quantity thereof on hand 
as of a certain date, with sufficient 
description to properly and completely 
report its condition. 
(b) To provide correct and complete tabulation 
of materials on hand and their values in 
such arrangement as will assist the 
Executive, Finane ial, Manufacturing, Sales 
and Purchasing Departments in the administra-
tion of their policies and in the adjustment 
of their records. 
CHAPI'ER II 
I 
PLAIDfiNG THE INVENTORY 
once it has been determined exactly what reports 
and summaries of the inventory are required and how they 
shall be arranged, it is necessary that an organization 
be planned to bring about the results desired. To 
head such an organization, the ~nagement should 
appoint an Inventory SUpervisor who should be given 
full authority, and who should be capable of accepting 
full responsibility for planningmd preparing all 
instructions and procedures relative to the inventory. 
This appointment should be made at least two months 
before the day set for the inventory in order that 
sufficient time may be allowed for the preparation 
of every detail. To assist the SUpervispr in matters 
of policy, the management should appoint an Advisory 
committee composed of the heads of importand departments 
of the Plant. Such a committe should include Works 
SUperintendent, SUperintendent of Materials, Inspection, 
Auditor, Cost Accountant and Representatives from 
Planning, Purchasing and Statistical Departments. 
This committee should meet with the Inventory SUper-
visor as many times as necessary before the date o£ 
Inventory so that all matters be given thorough 
consideration before being incorporated in any 
procedures or instructions. It should be the duty 
of the Inventory Supervisor, acting with his 
corrunittee to prepare plans for every feat·ure of 
v 
the inventory; the organization and personal, the 
materials, the forms, the plant, the pricing, the 
summaries, and all matters relative to the inventory. 
The inventory organization should consist or at least 
the following seven divisions: 
1. Physical Count Divis ion. 
2. Inspect ion and Classification Division. 
3. Tag Writing Division. 
4. Clearing House Division. 
5. Coding Division. 
6. Pricing Division. 
7. Tabulating Division. 
Each division should have a responsible head appointed 
by the Inventory Supervisor and approved by the 
Advisory Committee. 
The function of the Physcial Count Division is to 
count the material during the inventory _and to report 
the count to the tag writers. The division chief in 
charge should be responsible for the accuracy of the 
physical count. Assigned to htm all or a portion 
of the operating force to act as counters during the 
inventory. It is the duty of these counters to make 
a thorough and accurate count, measurement or weight 
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of ·all materials and supplies. These counters are 
not to write inventory tags. Instead they are to 
report information which will be written on the 
inventory tags by the tag writers. Past experience 
is practically the only means that can be used to 
determine how many counters are needed. 
The funtion of the Inspection and Classification 
Division may be divided into those to be performed 
prior to the inventory and those to be performed 
during the inventory. The functions prior to the in-
ventory are to inspect and identify the obsolete, 
salvage and spoiled material; to identify all material 
on consignment for manufacture or repair; to identify 
.. 
all defective material rejected upon inspection and 
awaiting return to vendors; to inspect and have transfernn 
to stores all finished parts and assemblies. The 
duties during the inventory are: to inspect and assist 
tag writers with respect to raw material, parts in 
process or any other material to be described on 
inventory tags. It has been found from experience 
that inventories are greatly retarded by an insufficient 
number of inspectors. If possible, this division 
should be augmented by such foremen or sub-foremen as 
are capable of performing duties required of the 
inspectors during the inventory and who are not re-
quired as counters. All inspectors should cooperate 
with the tag writers in answering technical questions 
concerning operations, work in process, obsolete 
material, salvage material and many other matters 
which naturally arise during the inventory. 
The function of the Tag Writing Division is that or 
writing inventory tags placing thereon such information 
as is reported to them either by the counters or 
inspectors. The chief of this division is responsible 
for the transcription to the inventory tags of all 
information concerning the material counted, weighed 
or measured. It should not be the duty of any tag 
writer to count the material but merely to record on 
the inventory tags the information reported to them. 
The function of the Clearing House Division is to 
issue, receive and account for all inventory tags; to 
return all inaccurate or incomplete inventory tags to 
the tag correctors for correction; to deter~mine that 
all the necessary information required is written on 
the inventory tags; to certify that the inventory tags 
are correct and contain sufficient information for 
correct pricing. This division may be called the 
keystone division of the organization for upon it 
rests the heaviest burden. It should be headed by a 
division chief and sufficient assistant chiefs to act as: 
1. Custodian and Recorder of Inventory Tags. 
2. Direct Material Checker. 
3. Indirect Material Checker. 
4. Tag Corrector. 
5. Tag Auditor. 
The assistant chief who acts as Custodian and 
Recorder is responsible for issuing and receiving 
all inventory tags. He should have adequant help to 
enable htm to maintain records that would account for 
all tags and at any time enable h~ to tell the 
location of every tag. 
The assistant chief who acts as Direct Matel:'ial Checker 
is re~ponsible for the thorough examination of every 
inventory tag upon which dil:'ect material iS reported. 
The assistant chief who acts as Indirect Material 
Checker is responsible fOr the accurate and careful 
checking of all tags upon which indirect material is 
reported. 
The assistant chief who acts as Tag Corrector is 
responsible for the correction and completion of such 
tags as are f'ound to be inaccurate or incomplete. He 
should have enough assistants to assign to various parts 
of the plant so that they alone can make corrections 
on the inventory tags. The duties of the tag correctors 
are to locate the material incorrectly or incompletely 
reported and to change the inventol:'y tags in accordance 
with actual conditions and facts. 
The assistant chief who acts as Tag Aud~tor is 
responsible for the last examination of all tags 
prior to their release to the Coding and Pricing 
Divisions. He should inspect each inventory tag 
after it has been checked and approved to satisfy 
h~self that all errors and omissions have been 
discovered and corrected. 
The functions of the Coding Division may be 
summarized as follows: 
1. To examine each inventory tag and to 
determine if any data can be coded. 
2. To code information written on inventory 
tags for the purpose of expediting sub-
sequent sorting, pricing and tabulating. 
3. To check the accuracy of the code numbers 
before releasing the tags to the Pricing 
and Tabulating Divisions. 
The functions of the Pricing Division is to price, 
extend and verify all inventory tags which have been 
delivered for pricing. Enough assistants should be 
assigned this division to insure that the pricing 
is performed accurately and quickly. 
The function of the Tabulating Division is to prepare 
and arrange such schedules as may be required by the 
management from the completed and priced inventory tags.• 
sometime prior the inventory, the Inventory Supervisor 
with the assistance of the Advisory Committee should 
prepare a chart of the inventory organization in such 
1 
detail that each employee assigned to the inventory 
may learn exactly under whose supervision he is to 
be placed. 
Each employee assigned to the inventory should be 
given an identifying number. Small rubber stamps 
with these identification numbers thereon should be 
furnished all employees with the exception of the 
counters and affix~d by them to each inventory form 
which passes through their hands. 
If the organiza~ion is very large, it is natural that 
many employees will fail to recognize Division Chiefs 
and others holding supervising positions during the 
inventory. To prevent any confusion or misunderstanding 
it is good practice to furnish identification buttons 
or badges to those employees charged with directing 
certain divisions of the work. These buttons or 
badges should have the names of the official titles 
printed on them. 
The Inventory SUpervisor with the assistance of the 
Advisory Committee should next provide a definite 
program with respect to the following: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Materials to be included in the inventory. 
Materials not to be included in the inventory. 
Materials to be inventoriei by estimate. 
~ 
Materials in Transit. 
Rejected Material. 
6. Obsolete and Salvage Material. 
7. Material to be counted and reported 
but not priced. 
8. Locations of materials to be inventoried. 
9. Classification and Status. 
10. Materials to be inventoried by different 
units of measure than those used 1n purchase. 
11. Shipments and Movements of material . during 
inventory. 
12. Inventory of special material. 
13. Consigned materials owned. 
14. Consigned materials owned by others. 
15. Method of counting, weighing and measuring. 
16. Materials to be considered direct. 
17. Materials to be considered indirect. 
18. Quantity Units. 
19. De script icns nee e s sary. 
20. Scrap. 
Any and~l matters of an unusual nature, which the 
SUpervisor and the Committee cannot pass upon should 
be referred to the management for decision and no 
instructions regarding materials should be given until 
every matter has been definitely decided upon and 
approved by the management or the Committee. 
Next in importance for the Supervisor and the Committee 
to consider is the preparation of the Plant. The entire 
Plant should be cleaned up and all materials should 
I 6 
be arranged so that counting will be facilitated. 
If possible, material should be grouped so that all 
of one kind will be inventoried in one place. Plans 
for preparing the plant should include procedures 
covering the following points' 
1. Cleaning the departments. 
2. Arranging the departments. 
3. Disposing of Scrap. 
4. segregation of rejected, obsolete, salvage 
and consigned materials. 
5. Cleaning the machines. 
6. Arranging raw, rough and finished materials. 
7. Arranging Work in Process. 
8. Clearing inspection 
9. Returning surplus materials to stores. 
10. Identifying materials. 
11. Testing and arranging mechanical equipment 
to be used for counting, weighing and 
measuring. 
The Supervisor and the Committee should next consider 
what inventory forms and how many of each are required. 
The forms should then be designed and their use 
explained. It is necessary that forms be planned not only 
for the control of materials but also for the control 
of personal during the inventory. The following 
features pertaining to forms should be given careful 
consideration: 
1. Forms required - n~es and number. 
1/ 
2. use. 
3. Color. 
4. Size. 
5. Quantity. 
6. Design. 
7. Purpose. 
s. Simplicity. 
9. Information required. 
10. used by. 
11. Instructions for use. 
It should be the duty of the Supervisor after 
conference with the Committee to advise t he management 
concerning the tUne necessary for inventory taking. 
It should be kept in mind that better results will be 
accomplished if a reasonable time limit is established . 
and the organization works under pressure. Under no 
consideration should accuracy or completeness be 
sacrificed and under no conditions should the inventory 
be allowed to drag out one day or one hour longer than 
is absolutely required. As the purpose of planning is 
' 
to obtain the result desired with the lowest cost, it 
is imperative that the amount of time for taking the 
inventory be reduced to a minimum. 
CHAPTER III 
PREPARATION FOR THE INVENTORY 
Lack of preparation may be said to cause more 
unsuccessful inventories than any other element. 
Not only does lack of preparation cause unsuccessful 
inventories but in addition it extends the stock 
taking period and results in an expense far in excess 
of what it should be under ideal conditions. This 
expense is incurred chiefly on account of the loss 
in production and the large unproductive payroll 
expense during the inventory. 
In preparing for the inventory the first item of 
importance is the necessity of promulgating explicit 
instructions for the guidance of the entire Inventory 
organization. These instructions shot1ld not be the 
setting forth of a few and indefinite rules but instead 
they should be complete, clear and concise to the 
last detail. Such instructions Should provide the 
information as to what material is to be inventoried, 
the duties of the Inventory Personnel, the use of 
forms and the preparation of the Plant. 
The instructions pertaining to the material to be 
inventoried should eliminate any question as to what 
is or what is not .direct and indirect material. For 
inventory purposes direct material may be defined as 
that material which enters into and becomes a part of 
the finished product. Indirect material is that 
material which does not enter into or become an 
integral part of the product, but is, however, 
necessary to the proper operation and maintenance 
of the manufacturing concern. 
The instructions should also provide procedures for 
handling and the definition of Obsolete material, 
Salvage material, Scrap, Consumable Tools, Obsolete 
Tools, miscellaneous supplies, such as Packing and 
Shipping, etc., Rejected material subject to return 
to vendor and Material in Transit. 
Instructions should be issued to the Billing Department 
to invoice all material packed and ready for shipment 
as of the last day of the accounting period. This 
ready material could be set aside and not included 
in the physical inventory. By close cooperation 
between the Shipping and Billing Departments a very 
awkward phase of inventory taking may be eliminated 
and the possibility of including in the inventory 
some material the sale of which is included in Sales 
and Accounts Receivable will be eliminated. 
A thorough list of items not to be included in the 
inventory should be prepared and cover such materials 
as those held on consignment for others, defective 
material awaiting return to Vendors, material sold 
and billed tnt· held for future delivery, capital 
items and used supplies. 
Ins~ructions prepared for the inventory personnel 
should be in their hands some time before the 
inventory taking with instructions to read carefully 
and to question anything that is not entirely clear. 
The Inventory Supervisor should conduct a. series of 
meetings with the organization and all questions 
regarding the inventory instructions should be ironed 
out and definitely settled so that when the time 
comes no delay will result from any lack of knowledge 
regarding some procedure to be followed. In this 
connection it might be well for the Inventory SUpervisor 
to explain briefly the idea. of a. physic.al inventory 
e.nd why it should be correct. Such a. meeting should 
interest and enthuse the members of the organization 
so that they will undertake their dutie s with a. very 
sound knowledge of what is expected of them. 
Another purpose of meetings of the inventory organization 
is a. complete history and explanation of the forms to 
be used. Sampl~of all forms should be supplied each 
member and by the use of arbitrary figures a complete 
set should be worked out. At this time any member 
of the organization may raise any question relating to 
forms and their use and the explanation regarding any 
particular question should be addressed to the organize.-
tion as a whole. Prior to the inventory, all 
samples of forms used at these meetings should be 
returned to the Inventory Supervisor. 
The Inventory Supervisor should select with great 
care, e_mployees to participate in the inventory and 
endeavor to assign the more capable men to the 
difiicult and responsible positions in the inventory 
organization. After the members have been selected, 
assignment lists should be prepared and posted in 
conspicuous places throughout the plant. 
This assignment list should provide the following 
information: 
1. Employee's name. 
2. Employee's number. 
3. Assignment (Duties) 
4. Who to report to. 
5. What instructions to read. 
The instruction sheets issued to each number of the 
organization will vary according to what division he 
is as signed to. 
The instruction sheet for employees assigned to the 
Physical Count Division will provide the following 
information for the guidance of the employees: 
1. Who the division chief is. 
2. What particular duties and responsibilities 
are the employees. 
;-
3. If any assistants are assigned to htm 
what their duties shall consist of. 
4. Warning to familiarize himself with all 
instructions pertaining to his division. 
5. Particular instructions relative to count 
of material. 
6. Necessary instructions for cooperation 
with personal of other divisions. 
7. Final inspection. 
In addition to above a short explanation should be 
given the personal of this division with emphasis on 
the absolute necessity of accuracy. 
The instructions issued for the Inspection and 
Classification Division should be in the hands of 
each inspector sometime prior to the inventory taking 
and they should provide the following information: 
1. Who the division chief is. 
2. Materials to be designated so that they 
will or will not be included in the inventory. 
3. Inspection of such material as will be 
classified as obsolete, spoiled, salvage 
and scrap, with particular instructions 
regarding salvage and scrap material so 
that no confusion will exist as to what 
material is scrap and what material can 
be salvaged. · · 
4. ]mportance of having inspection cribs 
cleared of all material. 
5. List of forms to be used and directions 
for their use. 
6. Final instructions. 
The instructions for the members of the Clearing 
House Division will be subdivided according to the 
character of the work to be performed. 
The following instructions shall be handed to the 
custodian and Recorder some time prior to the inventory: 
1. To account for every inventory tag and 
· maintain records that will list the 
location of all tags at all · times. 
2. Series of numbers to be used for 
inventory tags. 
3. Receipts necessary for inventory tags 
issued. 
4. Neces§ity of every tag issued being returned. 
5. Proper routing of tags. 
6. SUfficient supplies on hand. 
7. Check numbers of all tags returned. 
8. Receipt in proper condition of all 
inventory tags. 
9. Disposition of 11 Void0 and unused tags. 
10. Final instruction. 
The following -instructions shall be issued to all 
Clearing House Checkers prior to inventory: 
1. Who to report to. 
2. Duties. 
3. Necessary instructions to become familiar 
4. Necessity of accuracy in the work. 
5. Specific items on tags to be checked. 
6. Disposition of tags found to be in error. 
with. 
,, 
7. Particular points to watch on tags. 
a. Location listed. 
b. Name of material. 
c. Product number or Class. 
d. Kind of material. 
e. Status of material. 
f. Size. 
g. Description. 
h. Model. 
1. Quantity. 
j. Unit of Measure. 
8. Final instructions. 
The instructions issued to the Tag Correctors Shall 
provide the following: 
1. Who to report to. 
2. Procedure to be followed when tags to be 
corrected are received. 
3. Disposition of tags after correction. 
4. Final instructions. 
The instructions issued to the Auditors should 
outline their duties and sort of a final verification 
is expected of them. 
Instruction Sheet for the Tag Writers should be 
issued and provide the following information: 
1. Who to report to. 
2. SUpplies to be issued. 
4. How to work with inspectors. 
5. Who to ask questions orr. 
6. Importance of legible writing. 
7. Responsibility for tags. 
8. Necessity of accounting for all tags. 
9. Disposition of tags. 
10. Disposition of tag stubs. 
11. What competent authority to consult to 
see that tags are being correctly filled 
out. 
12. What instructions are necessary to become 
familiar with. 
13. How to handle tags covering special ~aterials. 
14. Necessity of reporting only one kind of 
material on a tag. 
15. Necessity of filling out all infornmtion 
requested on tag. 
16. Necessity of proper tags being used. 
17. Final instructions• 
Instructions for the Pricing, Coding and Tabulating 
Divisions will outline the necessary procedures for 
each of the divisions. 
CHAPTER IV 
FORMS 
·The Inventory SUpervisor will prepare such records 
as shall at all times maintain control not only over 
the material but also over the operations of the 
inventory personnel. Proofs of all forms shall be 
submittedto the Advisory Committe and after approval 
be listed and classified as to divisions, also a 
detailed description of each form and its use be 
prepared. 
The following is a list of the most important forms: 
1. Inventory SUpervisor. 
Form a. Notification for Transfer of Personel 
tt b. Inventory Time Report. 
2. Clearing House Divis ion. 
Form c. 
It d. 
tt 
.. 
n 
ll 
.. 
.. 
e • 
f. 
g. 
h • 
i. 
.1 • 
Inventory Tag Delivery Slip. 
Inventory Tag Receipt Slip. 
Tag Writers Final Clearance. 
Record of Inventory Tags Issued. 
Record of Inventory Tags Returned. 
Correction Slip. 
Correction Envelope. 
Notice of Errors or Omissions • 
3. Tag Writing Division. 
Form k~ . Inventory Tag, Direct Material. 
tt 1. tl tl Work in Process. 
u m. tt •• Indirect Material. 
~ n. Inspector~ Tag. 
•• . o ~ Chief Tag Writer 1 s Inventory Tag Sheet. 
tt p. Shipment Inventory Tag. 
4. Inspection Division. 
Form q. Material not to be Inventoried Tag. 
ll r. Envelope for Assembly Sheets. 
5. Tabulating Division. 
Form s. 
.. t. 
tt 
Q 
u. 
v. 
Preliminary Tabulating Sheet~ 
Final Inventory Sheet,Direct Material. 
" tt " Work in Process. 
u " " Indirect Material. 
6. Miscellaneous. 
Form w. Notice of corrections. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE INVENTORY TAG 
In designing the inventory tag, the following 
requirements should be kept in mind: 
1. SUfficient space allowed for the 
necessary information. 
If the tag is ~properly designed 
the full description of the material 
cannot be written on it. The result 
is either that the tags are returned 
for more information or the pricing 
is incorrectly performed. 
I 
2. The tag be so designed that a portion of 
it can be attached to the material, 
identifying it as counted. 
The use of a tag designed with a 
stub is very satisfactory and performs 
its functions well. The tag writer 
fills out the lower portion of the 
tag which is finally received by the 
Clearing House, fills in the information 
required on the stub, attaches the stub 
to the material and delivers the lower 
portion to the Department Chief Tag 
Writer. 
3. A standard size. 
If at all possible a standard size should 
be used so that standard filing equip-
ment may be used. 
4. Color. 
A di~rent color should be used for 
Direct Material, Work in Process and 
Indirect Material. The use of these 
colored tags will prove a help to the 
inventory organization preventing such 
mistakes as tags covering one type or 
material being included in the summary 
os another type of material. 
In order that each individual in the inventory 
organization may be familiar with the complete route 
, · 
taken by an inventory tag during the inventory, 
it is good practice for the Inventory SUpervisor to 
prepare a short explanation on the "Routing of 
Inventory Tags" and distribute copies of all concerned. 
The following illustrates this operation. 
First Operation: 
The inventory tags will be issued by the 
custodian and he is held responsible for 
the accounting of all tags. 
second Operation: 
The Chief Tag Writer shall receive the in-
ventory tags and he will make a record of 
the tags apportioned to the various tag 
writers. He shall also instruct his 
assistants that under no consideration 
shall a tag be destroyed. 
Third Operation: 
Each tag writer will be held responsible 
for all inventory tags issued to htm and 
working in conjunction with the counters 
and inspectors record upon the inventory 
tag the information and count as reported 
to him. The tag writer shall fill in the 
inventory tag in accordance with his 
instructions and use due care to see that 
stubs are properly attached to material. 
He shall from time to time return 
completed tags to his chief. 
Fourth Operation: 
Upon '.receipt of tags the Department 
Chief shall verify th~ tag numbers, record 
the receipt and deliver them to the 
Clearing House whenever enough have been 
accumulated, arranging them in numerical 
order before delivering so that the 
custodian may check the return without 
difficulty. 
Fifth Operation: 
After checking his records, the custodian 
will deliver 'the inventory tags to the 
checkers who will verify the written 
information. The checker will either 
accept or reject the tags according to 
their condition. If accepted, the tags 
are forwarded at once to the Tag Auditor 
and if finally accepted, be forwarded to 
3 
the Pricing Division. If rejected, correction 
slips shall be filled out, attached to rejected 
tags and forwarded to Correctors. The Tag 
Correctors will make their investigation and 
after correcting tag, it will be returned to 
checkers to pass through regular procedure. 
Sixth Operation: 
The Pricing Department will commence its 
pricing upon receipt of the inventory tags 
for the Clearing House. After such pricing 
the tags shall be extended and extensions 
rechecked for correction. After final check 
the inventory tags will be forwarded to the 
Coding Division. 
Seventh Operation: 
Upon receipt of inventory tags, the Coding 
Division will proceed to enter on the tags 
the necessary classification numbers and 
after being rechecked in the . Coding Divisl. on, 
the tags will be forwarded to the Tabulating 
Division. 
Eighth Operation: 
The Tabulating Division's first operation 
is to sort and arrange the tags for such 
tabulations of the complete inven~ory as are 
required. After all tabulations have been 
completed, the Tabulating Division shall be 
responsible for the proper and permanent 
filing of the inventory tags. 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE INVENTORY CLEARING HOUSE 
The functions of the Inventory Clearing House 
may be summarized as follows: 
1. To issue and receive back all 
inventory tags and to maintain 
at all times records for their 
accountability. 
2. To check all information written 
on the inventory tags by veri-
fication with bills of material, 
drawings, operation sheets, 
assembly lists, specifications 
and other data. 
3. To direct and assume responsi-
bility for correcting inventory 
tags which have been found to be 
incorrect or incomplete in 
description. 
4. After checking, to release for 
pricing, coding and tabulating 
all inventory tags which have 
complete and accurate information, 
in order that the pricing may be 
properly accomplished. 
The establishment of a Clearing House is justified 
because of the following advantages: 
1. Every tag is accounted for. 
2. Every bit of information written 
on the tag is subjected to a 
thorough examination and check. 
3. Inaccurate tags are detected and 
corrected at once. 
4. No tag is cleared until the 
description reported is satis-
factory and sufficient for proper 
pricing. 
5. The usual complaint or the 
Pricing Division, that it is 
unable to price tags because 
essential inrormation is lacking, 
is removed. 
The Clearing House should come under the direct 
/ 
supendsion of the Inventory Supervisor and he should 
have Assistant Chiers to assume the rollowing 
responsibilities: 
1. Custodian and Recorder or Tags. 
2. Material Checking. 
3. Tag Corrections. 
4. Auditing or Tags. 
An office or section or the orfice centrally located 
should be set aside for the use or the Inventory 
Clearing House and the arrangement or desks or tables 
in the Clearing House be the most practicable that 
will allow an even flow or the tags in process. 
If forms are properly designed to record the issue 
and return of inventory tags, valuable schedules may 
be prepared at the termination of the inventory which 
may be used to advantage in preparation for the next 
inventory. 
In a recent inventory when the Clearing House was 
part of the inventory organization and where approxi-
mately thirty two thousand (32,000) inventory tags 
were used, the Clearing House Checkers located 
twenty three hundred (2300) errors or omissions, 
which, if not discovered by them and corrected at 
once, would have passed on to the Pricing and 
Coding Divisions. Those sections would have priced 
or coded these tags incorrectly on account of 
2 
faulty information or would have been unable to price 
them because of lack of information. 
The Inventory Clearing House by experience has been 
found to be the only practical means to properly 
control the inventory from its beginning up to the 
stage wher e the inventory tags are turned over for 
pricing. Experience has also proved that correct 
physical inventories are established only when 
absolute control is maintained at all times. 
CHAPTER VII 
I 
TAKING INVENTO~ 
Because the duties are more or less up to the 
personnel of the inventory organization, the 
Inventory SUpervisor should take every precaution 
to avoid disorder of any kind. The following means 
should be taken by the Supervisor t9 prevent any 
confusion: 
l. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
ReC}l ire the Chief Tag Writers to 
report to the Clearing House and 
obtain their supply of tags early 
enough to be at their stations at 
the opening hour• 
Have all those acting in supervisory 
capacities at their stations some 
time prior to the opening hour. 
i All no one in Clearing House except 
those on business relative to the 
inventory and whose duties would 
require their presence there. 
Have all Division Chiefs ciro.ulate 
through the department to straighten 
out any difficulties that might arise. 
Caution the tag writers about the 
responsiblity of their duties. 
Provide the proper supply of form 
records and keep in a place accessible 
to the members of the organization. 
The expense of inventory taking is unproductive 
and reduces the profits, hence it is important 
that the inventory be commenced with the least 
amount of lost time and be completed within the 
shortest period consistent with accuracy and 
' V 
completeness. Unless each one in the inventory 
organization reports promptly to his station and 
unless all necessary forms and supplies are ready 
at the commencement, delay is bound to occur. 
All Division Chiefs should be on hand before the 
starting hour and should see that all employees 
in their Division are ready to work when the 
inventory commences. 
The Inventory Supervisor to avoid passing on ma t ters 
more than once should call a meeting of the Division 
Chiefs at certain hours of each day. At these 
meetings important decisions should be discussed for 
the benefit of all and if possible, the Sup~rvisor 
should furnish typewritten copies of decisions 
rendered by h~ since the last meeting. 
Materials should be counted, weighed or measured 
in accordance with the instructions pertaining to 
materials. In some cases, however, a great deal of 
time may be sayed by using a unit different from the 
unit needed for pricing. Bar Stock for example, 
may be inventoried more readily and quickly in 
units of feet than in pounds although the latter 
unit is used in purchasing and pricing. The work 
of converting the unit of count, weight or measure 
into pricing unit should be done in the Clearing 
House by an employee supplied with tables of weights 
by means of which he may convert units used in the 
factory into units required by the Prioers. 
The Chief of the Physical Count Division should see 
that the proper mechanical equipment is provided 
because in many instances small articles like bolts, 
nuts, springs, washers, etc. could be weighed much 
quicker than counted. 
Unless proper control is exercised, members of 
the inventory organization are apt to make unauthorized 
changes on the inventory tag. Any such change should 
be particularly guarded against because it presents 
an opportunity to seriously affect the accuracy of 
the final figures. The SUpervisor should issue 
instructions that no changes ·or erasures of information 
shall be permitted except bf tag correctors or those 
other members of the inventory organization who may 
make necessary changes when so advised in writing. 
In many cases it is necessary that material be 
shipped from the plant during inventory. To account 
for such material special instructions should be 
issued. To prevent any confusion over such shipments, 
it should be the duty of the SUpervisor to j.nsist · that 
all shipping orders .bear his approval before the 
material is permitted to leave the Plant. 
. 
Although prior to the inventory explicit instructions 
are issued to all executives that no material is to be 
moved nor any machines operated during the inventory, 
the instructions are often violated. The Supervisor 
should confer with the highest official in the Plant 
upon the first sign of any irregularity and request 
that immediate action be taken to stop all violations. 
unusual care should be taken to explain to the employees 
the absolute necessity for accounting for each tag 
and in case of lost tags, the employee should be 
notified that a penalty will be imposed. This penalty 
would depend upon whatever peculiar condition existed that 
might cause the loss of a tag. Examples of some 
penalties are: 
1. Discharge. 
2. Laid off for stated period. 
3. A charge against employment record. 
When unused inventory tags are returned to the 
custodian, he should not under any circumstances issue 
these tags again. All unused tags should be bundled 
by the Custodian, checked off his records and filed 
away in case they may be needed to reconcile the 
accountability of issue. 
Inventory tags should be detached from their stubs 
at the time they are written and the stubs attached 
to the materials. This will allow the tags to be 
checked shortly after they are written and to allow 
corrections to be made before departments are released 
for production. 
When material in each department or ether location has 
been counted and tagged, s~ch department or location 
should not be cleared or the personnel assigned to 
it transferred until another thorough examination has 
been made to see that no material has been overlooked. 
A check than should be made of the quantity as shown on 
the inventory tag stub attached to the material with the 
actual material itself. This check should be done by 
an experienced employee who could tell at once if the 
quantity listed on the sheet was app~oximately correct. 
It is no·t intended that this check means another 
counting of the material, but it is intended that the 
experienced employee calculate the quantity and then 
compare his calculation with the quantity shown on 
the tag attached. If any errors are discovered, the 
Inventory Supervisor should be notified at once by 
use of the ttNotice of Correct iontt. 
When the Supervisor has received notice that all 
departments have been inventoried ~e should organize 
several groups of employees,headed preferably by 
Division Chiefs and should instruct them to make a 
careful inspection of the plant for any material 
overlooked. A few tag writers should be assigned 
to each group to record such material found uninventaied. 
As inventory work is completed in each department, 
employees in those departments may be transferred to 
other departments or released depending upon the need 
of them. 
No employees should be permitted to loaf about a 
department once it is completely inventoried. 
CHAPTER VIII 
I 
PRICING AND CODING THE INVENTORY 
The accepted axiom of accounting and business 
practice is to value inventories at "cost or market, 
whichever is lower11 • Certain variations from it 
are desirable under abnormal conditions, such for 
example, from 1916 to 1921 inclusive. 
Generally, where there are no substantial changes 
in costs and selling prices, cost is the proper basis 
of inventory valuation. Under such conditions income 
accounts are not affected by quantity of unsold goods 
as shown in the inventory and the balance sheet shows 
current values. When there are substantial variations 
in prices, valuation of inventories at cost may lead 
to the mis-statement of the income of any two given 
periods affected by such valuation. Under such 
conditions balance sheets become misleading, failing 
to reflect current values. 
If inventories are reduced to a market basis, they 
should be reduced to such a figure that as they are 
carried forward into the subsequent period and sold, 
a normal gross margin of profit will be realized. 
If a loss is known to exist in an inventory, it is 
usually desirable to take it. 
Reduction of the inventory may be accomplished in 
either of two ways: 
1. Actual inventory prices on all 
items may be reduced, these reduced 
figures thereafter being regarded 
as cost. 
2. An inventory reserve may be created 
to cover the amount of the shri~~age 
in value. The inventory will stand 
on the books at cost which amount less 
the reserve will give the current value. 
Before determinging the price basis to be used for 
valuation of inventory the following methods should 
be studied and compared. 
1. Cost Basis. 
2. Cost or Market Whichever is Lower. 
3. Market Basis. 
4. Selling Price Basis. 
5. Base Sto.ck Basis. 
It is essential the price schedules be ready well 
in advance of the inventory date in order that the 
prices may be instructed in their use. The Cost 
Department usually prepares these schedules once the 
method or Basis of Price is determined. 
The amount of data in each schedule depends upon 
the size of the concern and nature of the product. 
These factors together with the facility of obtaining 
prices, determine how much time must be given to 
complete each schedule before the inventory date. 
Some schedules are so ·voluminous that several months 
may be required for their preparation while others 
may require but a few days. 
Regardless of the amount of time needed each 
schedule should be prepared thoroughly and 
comprehensively and should contain unit prices 
which have been established in accordance wit h the 
basis of pricing decided upon by the management. 
The arrangement of each schedule is dependent upon 
the information required. A pricing schedule of 
raw direct materials, for example, should show the 
unit price in addition to the description: while a 
schedule of parts-in-process should show not only 
the unit material price, but also the unit labor, 
overhead and total price. Should there be a large 
number of items in a schedule a card index arrange-
ment can be used to advantage. In such cases each item 
should be carr·ied on an individual card and all cards 
then arranged in any order desired, by name, number, 
size, or in any other manner desired. 
Schedules of prices should be provided for each of 
the following materials: 
1. Raw Direct Materials 
2. Rough Castings, forgings and stampings purchased. 
3. standard parts purchased. 
4. Special finished parts purchased. 
5. Special finished assemblies purchased. 
6. Special semi-finished parts purchased. 
7. Special semi-finished assemblies purchased. 
8. Standard parts manufactured. 
9. Special parts manufactured. 
10. Assemblies manufactured. 
11. Finished products. 
12. Indirect materials - Operating and 
Maintenance Supplies. 
13. Indirect materials - Consummable Tools. 
14. Indirec t materials - Machine and Equip-
ment repair parts. 
15. Scrap Material. 
Pricing will be greatly facilitated -if the inventory 
tags are sorted and arranged in the same order as the 
pricing schedules before reaching the Pricing Division. 
In fact the Inventory Supervisor should insist that 
this be done. Once the tags are thus arranged they 
should be kept in the same order by the pricers. 
In spite of the most careful pains taken to price 
and to extend prices correctly, many of the following 
mistakes are often found. 
1. Using unit cost of another kind of 
material or part. 
2. Using incorrect cost. 
3. Incorrect placing of decimal point in 
the unit cost. 
4. Failure to use complete unit cost. 
5. Incorrect placing of decimal point in 
the extension. 
6. Incorrect extension. 
Most of these mistakes can be discovered by a glance 
at the description of the material, the quantity, 
the unit cost and extension, providing t he person or 
persons assigned to inspect the tags are properly 
qualified. 
The Pricing Division will find it to their advantage 
to have within their organization one or more 
employees, to act as vis~al price checkers, whose 
duties are to inspect every tag for glaring errors 
in pricing, before the inventory tags are released 
for tabulation. 
The purpose of coding is to facilitate sorting and 
arranging inventory tags for tabulation. Coding is 
performed by subsituting arbitrary nwnbers for certain 
written data or information for classification 
purposes. Coding reduces inventory data to terms of 
numbers, thus reducing the chance of error in sorting. 
Code schedules should be prepared when it is decided 
what information iE to be classified. There are no 
fixed rules for preparing code schedules other than 
that the information should be complete and the code 
numbers should be in sequence• 
The following illustrations show the arran8ement of 
schedules pertaining to location, material and size. 
Class Group Code No. Location 
1 . Boston Plant 
11 Building No. l 
111 Department A 
112 Department B 
Class Group Code No. Location 
2 New York Plant 
21 Building No. 1 
211 Department A 
212 Department B 
Class Code No. Kind of Material 
1000 Steel Cold Rolled 
1001 Round 
1002 Square 
1003 Hexagon 
1004 Flat 
1100 Steel Hot Rolled 
1101 Round 
1102 Square 
1103 Hexagon 
1104 Flat 
SIZE CODE S::HEDULE 
Two Dimensions Designating Number 2000 
First second Dimension 
Dimension . 111 2ll 3'' 411 511 6'' 7'1 an 
-
1/16 2001 2602 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2ooc 
1/8 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2o1c 
3/16 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 202c 
1/4 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 203c 
The value of coding as a time saving feature and as 
a means for obtaining more . accurate classifications 
is measured by the number of times the inventory tags 
must be sorted. 
Coding indicates definitely by means of substituted 
numbers, the classifications within which certain data 
must fall and if properly performed, not only saves 
time in pricing and tabulating, but also affords a 
means for accurately classifying inventory details. 
CHAPTER IX 
TABULATING THE INVENTO~ 
Tabulating or scheduling is the last operation 
performed before the inventory results are known 
and to be complete, accurate and satisfactory 
depends entirely upon the thoroughness of the 
original plans made for obtaining the results and 
the control exercised over the functions organized 
to carry out the plans. 
The total figure of the final tabulated inventory 
is intended primarily for balance sheet and income 
statement purposes. All other conditions being 
equal, the profit and the present worth are as 
accurate and according to facts as the inventory 
is correct. 
The inventory, through the preparation of special 
tabulation, offers a valuable means to the manage-
ment of any concern for directing future purchasing, 
manufacturing and sales policies in addition to its 
used for the financial statemente. It is intended 
that this chapter describe the purpose and arrange-
ment of the two following kinds of tabulations: 
1. Standard: which refers to that schedule 
of the complete inventory which is 
compiled for financial uses. 
2. Special: which refers either to those 
schedules of the complete inventory 
arranged in a particular form for 
obtaining special results or to those 
schedules compiled ~rom but a portion 
of the entire inventory datE. 
In arranging for the standard tabulation consideration 
should first be given to separating direct and 
indirect material. 
For direct material the ~ollowing subdivisions are 
suggested: 
1. Location. 
2. Models or products. 
3. Utility. 
a. Current. 
b. Obsolete. 
c. Salvage. 
4. Status. 
a. Raw direct material. 
b. Rough castings and forgings. 
c. special semi-finished parts purchased. 
d. Standard parts in process of manufacture. 
e. Special 11 " tt · " •• 
f. standard parts purchased. 
g. Special parts finished. 
h. SPecial finished parts purchased. 
i. special parts manufactured finished. 
j. Special semi-finished assemblies purchased. 
k. special assemblies in. process of manufacture. 
1. Special finished assemblies purchased. 
m. S,pecial assemblies manufactured finished. 
n. Products or models in process of assembling. 
o. Finished models or product. 
p. Material in Transit - Inward. 
q. n tt It - Ql.tward. 
Indirect materials may be advantageously classified 
under the following divisions: 
1. Operating and Maintenance Supplies. 
2. Consumable Tools. 
3. Machine and Equipment Repair Parts. 
4. Packing and Shipping Materials and SUpplies. 
5. ~rap. 
In some instances when separate storerooms are main-
tained, it is possible to arrange indirect materials 
in classes, the names of which accord with the users 
of the materials. For illustration, these classes 
may be used: 
1. Electricians. 
2. Carpenters. 
3. Plumbers. 
4. Masons. 
5. Millwrights. 
6. Cleaners. 
7. Painters. 
8. Beltmakers. 
g. Patternmakers. 
Where all or practically all indirect materials are 
issued from one main storeroom, it is quite a useless 
task to attempt classification according to the users. 
When the details of the various subdivisions of the 
direct and indirect material respectively have been 
tabulated, the total value of each subdivision should 
be determined. With these totals, the value of t he 
total inventory may be easily obtained. 
The next step Ehould be to arrange an inventory 
summary showing under the type of material each 
subdivision and the inventory value thereof. The 
inventory value of both the direct material and 
indirect material should be shown separately in 
addition to showing the total value of the entire 
inventory. 
The following is a list of special tabulations that 
might be compiled from the inventory data& 
1. Administrative. 
a. Material by location. 
2. Product ion. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
3. Sal·es. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
Work in Process. 
apare or Repair Parts. 
Material reserved ror special orders. 
Material applicable to experimental 
p:c>oduct. 
Material on consignment for manufacture. 
Obsolete direct material. 
Obsolete indirect material. 
Finished Product on hand. 
Finished Product on consignment. 
Finished Product at Exhibitions, Fairs, 
etc. 
Finished Product at BranCh Houses. 
Spare Parts. 
4. Purchasing. 
a. Obsolete raw materials on hand. 
b. Obsolete indirect material on hand. 
c. Rejected material for return to vendors. 
d. Material on consignment at other 
firms for manufacture. 
e. SCrap. 
_,... 
For purposes of insurance, taxes, depreciation and 
possible excessive inventories at distributing point, 
a tabulation should be prepared to show the quantity 
and value of material at each location. The tabulation 
may be arranged by any one of the following: 
1. Counties. 
2. States. 
3. Cities. 
4. Buildings. 
5. Plants. 
6. Departments. 
7. Floors. 
The tabulation of work in process should be arranged 
to show under models or product the ~alue and quantity 
of parts and assemblies still in process at time of 
inventory. In addition to regular information this 
schedule should be prepared to give information 
pertaining to the following: 
1. Location. 
2 • Lot Number. 
3. Lot Quantity. 
4. Operations performed. 
5. Last Operation performed. 
This sChedule should be an invaluable means to the 
Production Department for adjusting production records, 
discovering shortages, locating material, discovering 
I 
~,.-· 
over production and ror calling attention to 
obsolete parts and assemblies in process. 
All spare or repair parts and assemblies should be 
tabulated numerically under the respective model or 
product. 
This schedule may rirst be used ror deterrning the 
value of spare parts and may be used as a check on 
quantities in stock, possible over production and the 
utility value of the material. 
Materials reserved for special orders should be 
scheduled for the Production Department in order that 
they may determine the net amount of material available 
for present and future production programs and Should 
be arranged to show: 
1. Name of Company reserved for. 
2. Description of work. 
3. Model or Product. 
4. Status of material. 
5. Part or Material name. 
6. Location in Plant. 
7 .• Q,uantity. 
a. Unit. 
9. Unit Cost. 
10. Total. 
~; 
A tabulation of materials reserved for experimental 
work or product should be prepared to enable the 
Production Department to determine the net amount of 
material available for present and future production 
programs and should give the following description: 
1. Experimental Product name. 
2. status of material. 
3. Part or material name. 
4. Location in Plant. 
5. Quantity. 
6. Unit. 
7. Unit cost. 
a. Total. 
Material on consignment for manufacture should be 
· identified prior to the inventory and tagged 11 Not to 
be Inventoriedtt. From these tags, however, a 
schedule may be prepared for use of the Production 
Department in advising the Consignor of the amount 
of material on hand and its condition. Labor and 
overhead expended on this material on hand at the 
time of inventory should be included in the total 
figures representing the value of the entire inventory. 
A tabulation of obsolete direct material properly 
arranged and totaled for the Production Department 
should furnish: 
1. The value of this class of material. 
2. Why it is obsolete. 
3. Location. 
The schedule of obsolete indirect material should 
show: 
1. Description. 
2. Size. 
3. u.se. 
4. Location. 
5. Quantity. 
6. Unit. 
7. Unit Cost. 
a. Total. 
This schedule should be used by the Production 
Department to decrease the inventory of this class of 
material either by sales conversion or disposing of it 
as scrap. 
A tabulation of finished productsshould be furnished 
to the Sales Department as a means o£ informing them 
of the locations, quantities and values of all finished 
producta 
In addition to the schedule of finished products 
the Sales Department should be furnished with a schedule 
of all spare parts as a means of gauging the adequacy 
of the amount of this ciass of material for service 
purpose, also to inform them of location and values 
of spare parts. 
A tabulation of obsolete raw materials should be 
prepared for the Purchasing Department so that they 
can take steps to dispose of it. This schedule should 
give the following information: 
1. Name of material. 
2. Complete description. 
3. Size. 
4. Length. 
5. standard or Special. 
6. Condition. 
7. Location. 
a. Quantity. 
9. Unity. 
10. Unit Cost. 
11. Total 
A tabulation of rejected material for return to 
vendor should show: 
1. Part Number. 
2. Part or Material name. 
3. vendor's name. 
4. vendor~ s address. 
5. Description and size of material. 
6. Reason for rejection. 
7. Quantity. 
/0 
a. Unit. 
9. Unit cost. 
10. Total. 
Each consignee should be requested to furnish as 
of inventory date, the quantity of material in their 
possession for manufacture• From this information 
a schedule should be made showing the following 
information: 
1. Name or Part Number. · 
2. ·snipping Order Number. 
3. Parts or Assemblies to be manufactured. 
4. Name of Consignee. 
5. Address of Consignee. 
s. Present Status of material. 
7. Quantity at each operation. 
8. Unit. 
9. Unit Cost. 
10. Total. 
A tabulation of scrap should be furnished to the 
Purchasing Department to show the kind and quantity 
of all scrap on hand at the date of inventory. 
This schedule should assist that department in 
disposing of it. 
CHAPTER X 
RESPONSIBILrTY OF AUDITORS 
Most certificates round in connection with balance 
sheet in corporation reports indicate that the 
auditors make careful examinations of the inventories. 
sometimes the auditors qualify their statement by 
indicating that the accuracy of the inventory figures 
have been vouched by responsible officials of the 
Company. SOmetimes auditors state in their certificates 
that they do not take upon· themselves any responsibility 
for inventory valuations. 
verified statements may be divided into two classes: 
1. Those in which the certificate is based 
on an examination of the books without 
personal supervision of inventories and 
independent appraisal of all assets with 
the aid of technical appraisers. 
2. Statements verified with the personal 
supervision of inventories and independent 
appraisal of all assets. 
Because of the above, it should be the duty of the 
Inventory Supervisor to show the Auditors requirements 
in mind. 
The Federal Reserve Board after conferenoeswith 
representatives of the Federal Trade Commission and 
the American Institute of Accountants has accepted a 
memorandum applicable to balance sheet audit in 
which the following twenty seven points are mentioned 
regarding inventories: 
1. Secure the original stock sheets if 
they are in existence and carefully 
test the typewritten copies with 
them and with tickets, cards, or other 
memoranda that show the original count. 
2. See that the sheets are certified to 
or initialed by the persons who took 
the stock, made the calculations and 
footings, and fixed the prices, and 
satisfy yourselft that they are depend-
able and ::responsible persons. Obtain 
a clear a nd detailed statement in 
writing as to the method followed in 
taking stock and pricing it; also a 
certificate from a responsible head 
as to the accuracy of the inventory 
as a whole. · 
3. A thorough test of the accuracy of 
the footings and extensions should be 
made, especially of all large items. 
4. The inventories should be compared 
with the stores ledger, work in 
progress ledgers and finished product 
records and stock ::records as to 
quantities, prices and values, and 
any material discrepancy should be 
thoroughly traced. 
5. Where stock records a,re kept and no 
physical inventory is taken at the 
time of the audit, ascertain when the 
last physical inventory was taken 
and compare it with the book records. 
If no recent comparison is possible, 
select a few book items of importance 
and personally compare with the actual 
stock on hand. 
6. Where no stock records are kept, a 
physical inventory should be taken 
preferably under the general direction 
of the auditor. After the inventory 
is completed, he should apply the 
same tests to verify its accuracy as 
if the inventory had been taken before 
his arrival upon the scene. 
7. When the cost system of a company does 
not form a part of the financial 
accounting scheme there is always a 
chance that orders might be 
completed and billed, but not taken 
out of the work in process records. 
Especially is this the case when 
reliance is placed on s ~:eh records 
to the extent that a physical in-
ventory is not taken at the end of 
the period to verify the infonnation 
shown therein. In these cases the 
sales for the month preceding the 
close of the fiscal period should be 
carefully compared with the orders in 
progress as shown by the inventory, 
to see that nothing that has been 
shipped is included in the inventory 
in error. Cost systems which are not 
coordinated with the f inane ial a ceo unt s 
are unreliable and frequently misleading. 
Special attention should be called to 
every case in whiCh the cost system is 
not adequately checked by the results 
of the financial accounting. 
8. Ascertain that purchase invoices for 
all stock included in the inventory 
have been entered on the books. Look 
for postdated invoices and give special 
attention to goods in transit. 
3. See that nothing is included in the 
inventory which is not owned but is on 
consignment from others. If goods 
consigned to others are included, see 
that cost prices are placed thereon, 
less a proper allowance for loss, 
damage, or expenses of possible sub-
sequent return. This does not include 
goods at branches, as the valuing of 
such stocks will be governed by the 
same principles as apply at the head 
of'fic e. 
10. Ascertain that nothing is included 
which has been sold and billed, and 
is simply awaiting shipment. 
11. If duties, freight, insurance, and 
other direct charges have been added, 
test them to ascertain that no error 
has been made. Duties and freight 
are legitimate additions to the cost 
price of goods, but no other items 
should be added except under unusual 
circumstances. 
12. As a check against obsolete or damaged 
stock being carried in the inventory 
at an excessive valuation, the 
detailed records for stores, supplies, 
work in process, finished products, 
and purchased stock in trade, should 
be examined and a list prepared of 
inactive stock accounts, which should 
be . discussed with the company's 
officials and satisfactory explana-
tions obtained. 
13. The auditor should satisfy himself 
that inventories are stated at cost 
or market prices, whichever are the 
lower at the date of the balance 
sheet. No inventory must be passed 
which has been marked up to market 
prices and a profit assumed that is 
not and may never be realized. If 
the market is higher than cost, it 
is permissible to state that fact 
in a footnote on the balance sheet. 
14. It may be found that inventories 
are valued at the average prices of 
raw materials and supplies on hand 
at the end of the period. In such 
cases the averages should be com-
pared with the latest invoices in 
order to verify the fact that they 
are not in excess of the latest 
prices, and also with the trade 
papers, when market prices are used, 
to see that they are not in excess 
of market values. 
15. Make an independent inspection of the 
inventory sheets to determine whether 
or not the quantities are reason-
able, and whether they accord in 
particular instances with the average 
consumption and average purchases 
over a fixed period. Abnormally 
large quantities of stock on hand 
may be the legitimate result of 
shrewd foresight in buying in a low 
market, but may, an the other hand, 
arise from serious errors in 
stock taking. 
16. Always attempt to check the totals 
by the n gross profit test" and 
compare the percentage of gross 
profit shown with that of previous 
years. In a business where the 
average gross profit remains fairly 
constant this test is a dependable 
one, because, if the rate of gross 
profit is apparently not maintained 
and the discrepancy cannot be sat-
isfactorily accounted for by a rise 
or fall in the cost of production 
or of the selling price, the difference 
will usually be due to errors in 
stock taking. 
17. In verifying the prices at which the 
work in process is included in the 
inventory, a general examination 
and test of the cost system in force 
is the best means of doing this work 
satisfactorily. In a good cost system 
little difficulty will be found with 
the distribution of raw materials 
stores and pay roll, but the distri-
bution of factory overhead cost is 
one that should receive careful 
consideration, the main points to 
be kept in view being: 
a. That no selling expenses, 
inte~t charges, or ad-
ministrative expenses are 
included in the factory 
overhead cost. 
b. That the factory overhead 
cost is distributed over 
the various departments, 
shops and commodities on 
a fair and equitable basis. 
18. No profit should be included in the price 
of finished products or stock in trade. 
The price list should be examined to 
see that the cost prices of stock are 
below the selling prices after allow-
ing for trade discounts, and, if they 
are not, a reserve should be set up 
on the balance sheet for this loss. 
If the company take 1mm.ediate steps 
to increase the selling price, how- . 
ever, the amount of this reserve 
may be limited to the loss on goods 
which may have been sold since the 
close of the period to the date of 
the discovery. 
19. In the case of companies manufacturing 
large contracts it is frequently 
found necessary to make partial ship-
ments thereof. The question then 
arises as to whether it is permissible 
to include the profits on these 
partial shipments in the profit and 
loss account. As a matter of fact, 
it is evident that the actual cost 
cannot be known until the order is 
completed. It may be est~ated that 
a profit will ultimately be made, 
yet unforeseen conditions, such as 
strikes, delays in receiving material, 
etc.,may arise to increase the 
estimated cost. It is better not to 
include the profits on partial ship-
ments, but information of this 
character which may have its in-
fluence in the decision of the banker 
upon a proposed loan may properly 
be laid before him. or course, an 
exception should be made in cases 
where the profit on the partial 
shipments largely exceeds the selling 
price of the balance of the order. 
20. The selling prices for contract work 
in process should be ascertained 
from the contracts, and where it is 
apparent that there will be a loss 
on the completed contract a due 
proportion of the estimated loss 
should be charged to the period 
under audit by setting up a reserve 
for losses on contracts in progress. 
21. If a company has discontinued the 
manufacture of any of its products 
during the year, the inventory of 
such products sl~uld be carefully 
scrutinized and, if unsalable, 
the amount should be written off. 
22. The inventory should be scrutinized 
to see that no machinery or other 
material that has been charged to 
plant or property account is in-
cluded therein. 
23. Partial deliveries received on 
account of purchase contracts for 
material, etc. should be verified by 
certificates from the contractors, 
both as to quantities and prices. 
24. Advance payments on account of pur-
chase contracts for future deliveries 
should never appear in an inventory, 
but be shown on the balance Sheet 
under a separate heading. 
25. Trade discounts mould be deducted 
from inventory prices, but it is 
not customary to deduct cash discounts. 
However, this may be done when it is 
the trade practice so to do. 
26. While the inventory is being verified, 
the auditor should ascertain the 
aggregate sales for the last year. 
If the turnover has not been rapid, 
it may be due to a poor stock of 
goods. Some bus !ness men dislike 
to sell below cost and would rather 
accumulate a big stock of old goods 
than dispose of the old and un-
seasonable stock at a sacrifice. 
The usual outcome is that the stock 
becomes unwieldy and funds are 
lacking to purchase new goods. The 
inventory and the gross sales may, 
therefore, have a direct connection. 
27. It may be well to reiterate that 
interest, selling expenses, and 
administrative expenses form no 
part of the cost of production, and 
therefore should not be included in 
the inventory in any shape. 
CHAPTER XI 
I 
ACCOUNTING TREATMENT OF INVE11r ORIES 
A comparison of the book inventory with the final 
phySbal inventory figure discloses a difference. The 
book figure may be higher or lower than the physbal 
inventory figure. Before the difference can be 
adjusted or credited to the cost of the goods sold 
depending upon which inventory figure is the larger, 
it is usually necessary to attempt to reconcile the 
amount. When the difference appears excessive it 
is expecially necessary to do this. 
Factors which cause differences between book 
inventories and physical inventories are: 
1. Failure to reconcile opening inventory. 
2. Faiiure to make a complete and accurate 
count of all material 1n the physical 
inventory. 
3. Price inventory unit prices different 
than cost. 
4. Quantity corrections 1n the physical 
inventory. 
5. Price correctionsand adjustments 1n the 
physcial inventory. 
6. Failure to change book inventory with 
all invoices payable. 
7. Failure to adjust books with respect 
to materials inventoried physically 
for which no invoices have been received. 
a. Failure to credit book inventory with 
all product,parts, etc~ shipped outward. 
9. Failure to post all requisitions for 
indirect materials as credit to book 
inventories. 
10. Failure to charge to book inventory 
all credit requisitions for indirect 
materials unused and returned to stock. 
11. Failure to credit book inventory with 
rejected material awaiting ~eturn to 
vendors. 
12. .Product, parts, etc., returned from 
customers for allowance included in 
physical inventory but not posted to 
book inventory. 
13. Including freight,duty, insurance and 
other direct charges in pricing the 
physical inventory but not including 
these same charges in the book inventory. 
The reverse may also exist. 
14. Material and SUpplies in book inventory 
used on factory orders of a capital 
nature not credited to books upon 
completion of orders. 
15. rnc.luding capital charges in the 
physical inventory by error the same 
charges not included in the book in-
ventory. 
16. Capital Items charged to the book 
inventory but eliminated from the 
physical inventory. 
17. Shrinkage in the physical inventory 
as a result of spoilage in excess of 
the amount usually added to the unit 
material, labor and overhead cost. 
18. Write off or elimination of obsolete 
materials from physical inventories. 
19. Failure to write off destroyed 
materials from the book inventory. 
20. When consigned products to distributors, 
branch offices, etc. are ca~ried on 
the books at selling prices, failure to 
make adjustments by reason of reduction 
of sal-e prices on stock already shipped 
on consignment and inventoried as 
consigned materials. 
20. Charging book inventory with cost 
advances made on account of purchase 
contracts. 
22. Charging book inventory with materials 
and products received on consignment 
from other concerns. 
23. Crediting the book inventory for the 
cost of goods sold with amounts at 
variance with the actual cost. 
There must be a clean break in th~ccount at some 
J 
point as inventories are taken. Everything included 
in the physical inventory must have a bill passed 
for it,either actual or memorandum or a suspense 
entry should be made putting the charge into the 
accounts. Also all products shipped must be billed. 
That product waiting shipment if excluded from 
physical inventory must be invoiced to customer, if 
included in inventory it must not be invoiced. At 
both the receiving and the shipping end a clean break 
must be made in both the account and the inventory 
taken and it must be at the same point in the 
transaction. 
Inventories of Finished Product, Work in Process, 
and Raw Materials should be included among the Ourrent 
Assets because they are in the process of being turned 
into cash in a comparatively short time. 
rnventor~es of Indirect Materials and SUpplies should 
be included among the Deferred Charges to Operations 
in the Balance Sheet because they may be more of an 
expense charge when used than additional cost of 
inventory. 
CHAPTER XII 
' · 
•• 
INVENTORY CONTROL 
This involves such problems as the consideration 
of the quantity desirable to carry, determination 
of the ordaning points, handling of carrying charges, 
use of graphs to show consumption and so on. 
The carrying charges would include taxes, depreciation, 
rent, insurance, clerical and manual labor and interest 
on the investment. It is estinated that they amount 
to from 10% to 20% per annum in value or stock. In 
practice it is impossible to include them as a part of 
the inventory costs although theoretically they should 
be included. These should be considered in determining 
upon advisability of carrying large stocks. 
Proper inventory control : requires method and organiza-
tion. The plan must be simple but thorough and must 
provide for handling of increases and decreases in 
stock efficiently. It must provide accurate up to 
date statistics and data. 
Maximum points for the various classifications on 
managerial problems. Factors to be considered are: 
financial condition, unfilled sales orders, turnover, 
etc. In falling markets inventories should be 
reduced as much as is consistent with safety. In 
rising markets heavy purchases should be made. 
Determination of amounts below those of general 
classification must be .left to subordinates acting 
under instructions. The min~ ordering point is 
determined by what can be economically ordered and 
stored. This involves considerat~on of many factors and 
should be very carefully considered from all angles 
especially sales. 
Graphs are helpful in studying ordering points. 
Quantities consumed should be expressed on one side 
preferably the ordinate and time on the other side. 
A glance at the graph shows trend of consumption 
preferably by monthly periods and thus enables making 
of changes in the ordering point and ordering quantity. 
Material in Process should be carefully controlled 
to prevent it from becoming excessive in quantity. A 
maximum limit for quantity of work in process should 
be established and by use of graphs . inventories, the 
managerial could determine for themselves that the 
inventories are being kept within that maximum. 
standardization applies to both material and methods. 
standardization of materials permits reduction of 
inventories since the bulk of most trades is done in 
comparatively few sty~es. In manufacturing standardiza-
tion reduces the number of production orders', hence 
reduces work of making specifications, etc. Larger 
purchases of material can be made at once time and 
unit costs thus reduced. standardization of methods 
applies to ways of handling and storing materials. 
standardization necessitates specifications, i. e., 
written description of each characteristic of the 
material standardized. Some basic commodities have 
standard specifications established which may be 
secured from Bulletin of the u. s. Bureau of standards. 
Material must be kept in good condition and accessible 
to permit handling with minimum of time and effort. 
The following suggestions should be kept in mind in 
planning a layout. 
1. Uniform method of stowing units of lots 
so tha.t oldest may be used first. 
2. Equipment should be flexible and inter-
changeable for varying conditions. 
3. Every item mould be properly placed. 
The location is governed by the 
difficulty of handling, the quantity 
of stock, the frequency of use and 
various special consideration of 
perishability and safety. 
4. All goods should be clearly identified 
before being stowed. 
5. All goods should be stowed in issuable 
units. 
In locating the stockroom, the aim should be to 
keep the movement of material in one direction as 
nearly as possible and it is desirable that it be 
a rectangular storage space unit as that shape permits 
a high degree of interchangeability and flexibility. 
The best shelving for bins is constructed of 
standardized steel parts which can be adjusted to 
form a storage space of any desired size and opening 
by the simple operation of bolting a few steel sheets 
and bars to a frame. All parts are standardized and 
interchangeable eacily and quickly erected on taken 
down. 
stowing of material should be standardized and if 
possible double the .. amount of space normally needed 
for the quantity of a given material should be set 
aslde to receive it. This avoids necessity of 
separate storage space. 
The following suggestions apply for Piling, counting, 
etc: 
1. Place goods all one way unless desirable 
to reverse or cross piles for stability. 
2. Lay goods with their ends out toward 
the aisle. 
3. Place labels all one way to make for 
ease in counting. 
4. Place articles in defective wrappers 
last to permit removal first. 
5. If possible, store goods in packages 
containing quantities customarily 
used at one time. 
6. To aid in counting keep column stacks, 
etc. unifform. Allow only last column 
or stack to remain incomplete. 
7. In removing take in order of age. 
CHAPTER XIII 
TURNOIJER 
Turnover is the number of times capital invested 
in the form of inventory is reinvested in inventory 
during a given period. 
To ascertain the turnover, take the starting inventory, 
add the purchases or cost of manufactured goods 
and deduct the inventory at the end; divide the 
total by the starting inventory. The result is the 
number of times the capital invested has been turned 
over during the period. In the event that the value 
of the inventory throughout the year varies considerably 
or in case of a continuous increase or decrease in 
the volwme of business which might have a corresponding 
effect on the inventories a more accurate method 
of determining the turnover would be to use the 
average inventory instead of the starting inventory. 
The use of working capital as the basis of turnover 
is logical,first, because the capital is put in the 
business for the purpose of being turned over as 
rapidly as possible; second, because it is virtually 
constant and third, because it presents all the 
elements concerned in the turnover, not only the 
inventories, but also the accounts and notes receivables, 
by means of which the turnover is effected. The 
turnover of working capital also furnishes a better 
criterion of the excellence of the management. With 
the inventory as the only standard a manager can 
make an apparently good record by storing his 
inventory. I£, however, he uses working c~pital 
as the standard he makes his best record by diligence 
in collecting outstanding accounts and increasing 
the supply of cash for the development and handling 
of a more extensive business. 
The turnover of Raw Material is determined by dividing 
average inventory into amount going into process 
during year. 
The turnover of Ooods in Process is found by dividing 
average inventory of goods in process into total 
amo~nt credited to goods in process account during 
the year. 
A general or financial turnover may be figured by 
dividing average inventories into salea 
The measure for turnover of stocks should be applied 
to different classes of stocks such as, Finished Goods, 
work in Process, Raw Materials, Supplies, etc. in order 
to determine that no channels are obstinated. The 
more detailed the computation of turnovers the more 
effectively is tied up capital pointed out. 
CHAPTER XIV 
I 
! 
' 
MISCELLANEOUS 
When merchandise is pledged as collateral it is 
important that the amount so pledged be set up as a 
separate item in the balance sheet, or that some kind 
of reference be made to it. Likewise the liability 
incurred to creditors who have advanced money on 
such security should be shown separately and a contra 
reference made to the pledged merchandise shewn on 
the asset side of the balance sheet. 
Where one affiliated company sells goods to another 
affiliated company at an advance over cost, there 
results an increase in the value of inventories due 
to take profit on inter-company sales. These profits 
are not carried into currently reported earnings of 
the consolidated organization until converted into 
cash or a cash asset to the company. If it is not 
possible to ascertain actual figures of inter-company 
profits in inventories an estimated reserve should 
be set up to exclude approximate amount of profits 
resulting from inter-company sales. 
Freight in and the expense of unloading are properly 
regarded as part of inventory costs. As to the 
expense of storage there may be some question. If 
raw material is kept any length of time to permit 
curing, cos~of stowing are proper additions to 
inventory values. If, however, the material or 
finished goods are paaced in storage merely to 
wait until used or sold and no increase in value 
results it is better not to add storage charges to 
cost of goods. Storage expense of this kind are 
rather in the nature of rental costs and there is no 
reason for believing that the storage expenses incurred 
have raised the value of the inventory. 
Raw material inventories are ordinar.Uy taken at 
cost or market whichever is lower. Cost should cover 
invoice price plus freight, duty, insurance, storage, 
handling, cartage, etc. Market basis is replacement 
cost based on present purchasing prices. Adjustment 
required is round by figuring both actual and replace-
ment cost of materials. 
Goods out on consignment may be billed at c~st, market 
or an arbitrary price. They are not sales and if 
billed at a price above cost, profit is taken before 
it is realized. 
Goods held on consignment should be included in the 
inventory or the consignor who retains legal title 
to them until sold by consignee. These goods should 
be excluded from inventory of consignee. 
Trade discount should always be taken off when pricing 
inventory. Cash discount is a financial gain and is 
not earned unless the vendor is paid within a certain 
period. Cash discount should not be considered 
in pricing the inventory. 
-
If inter-departmental profits are ~~eluded in 
·~-- -
inventories they should be eliminatEfd_~-J:>ecause- they 
' -
----
represent unrealized profit. -
When goods in process are being manufactured under 
contract as in the case of extension construction 
work, contracts practically completed may properly 
be given a valuation other than cost. The sale : is 
a foregone conahsion and it is quite proper that 
- ,_ 
they be included in the inventory the share of profit 
applicable to work already completed. Advances received 
on contract work are preferably treated as current 
liabilities, not as deductions from current assets 
because if deducted from inventory account actual 
amount of capitaltied up in Goods in Process is 
understated. 
The carrying costs of goods held in storage should 
be charged against the goods if the value _ of the 
goods is increased because of such storage. If the 
value of the goods is not increase the storage expense 
is a rental charge and part of the cost of doing 
business. 
payments made in advance on goods not received should 
be charged to the creditors account in Accounts Payable 
,) 
ledger. The account is credited . when the goods 
are received and the inventory is charged. 
When contl"acts fol" pul"chase commitments al"e placed 
they should be recorded as ol."ders outstanding fol" 
~uture delivery and classified as to department or 
material, also as to delivery date. As goods a~e 
received check them off this record so that only 
outstanding commitmentscan be determined at any 
time. 
. r 
CHAPrER YJl 
STOCK RECORDS 
The use of a perpetual invent ory system is quite general in 
some lines. Its operation requires almost as careful a 
record of stock as is made of cash, i.e., not only must all 
receipts be recorded but all disbursements as well. In a 
trading concern this record usually takes the form of a 
stock book of some sort, to which entry is made as to 
quantities only, from the purchases and sales invoices, 
the balance shown at any time being the stock remaining on 
hand. The application of the unit balue gives the value of 
the entire stock and so makes possible monthly statement of 
approximat~ condition. In a factory, a separate stores ledger 
may be operated, carrying an account with every kind of 
material used. This ledge r is controlled by Raw Material in 
Stores accqunt on the general ledger. Entry to the Stores 
ledger account is made from the purchase invoice for receipts 
and from formal requisitions drawn on the storekeeper for 
disbursements, i.e., for t.he issuance of material. The Stores 
Ledger may record not only quantities, but also values, so 
t hat its balance should be the value of the stores on hand. 
This is possible be cause the material is drawn out at cost 
price. 
It must not be assumed that a perpetual inventor y system 
obviates the necessity of taking a physical count for it doss 
not. All that it accomplishes is to secure a chosen super-
vision over stock between inventory times and to make possible 
the showing of approximate results at interim period:s;. ~ihere 
operated it is poss ible to take the pysioal inventory piecemeal 
although there is a marked advantage in taking a complete 
inventory periodically. The piecemeal inethod means that any 
department can do its stock taking during a stock time without 
regard to this time when other departments take their s. Then 
there is les s interference with the regular conduct of business . 
It must be borne in mind ~ however , that the physical inventory 
is just as essential as ever because of the many inaccuracies 
that t end to creep into the perpetual inventory system and 
f urthe rmore because of loss, theft , ovsrmeasure and so on which 
throw the book re cord out of agreement with the actual count. 
The main purpose of stock re cords is to handle the greatest 
volume of business with leas t practicable i nve stment in stocks. 
This involves consideration of turnover, i.e., the rapidity 
with which stock can be moved, thus avoiding unnecessary tying 
up of capital inve sted i n stock. Shor tages must be avoided 
because they cause delay in del iveries and consequent dis-
satisfacti on. 
The first step necessary is to determine what the perpetual 
inventory is to include. ·!f there are both stores and worked 
material these should be properly segregated . Supplies which 
can be secured outside at a moment's notice should not be 
included. In general , those· stocks and su pplies should be 
which are indispensable to the pr oductive. process . All ite.ma 
of high value should be included to prevent wasta as the re sul t 
of carrying an excess amount. 
I 
There must be a thorough system of stockroom control to prevent 
withdrawal of stock without proper entry upon the records. The 
stockroom should be located where it will be most accessible t o 
all departments. None should be permitted i n it except under 
personal supervision of the Storekeeper who· must be held 
responsible for the stock. The Stock Records are kept some-
times in the stock department; sometimes in the Planning Depart-
ment. :Material should be wi-t.hdrawn from the storeroom only upon 
written authority in the form of a requis 'ition. This should 
show quantity of stock withdraw, what account is to be charged 
and to what department it is to be delivered. Here pricing is 
necessary and here discrepancies ar ise because the pricing may 
be done wrongly. If so, the credit to stock account in the gener al 
ledger is also wrong and the balance of this a ccount no l onger 
represents true value of stores on hand • ~ch depends upon the 
designing of the stock record form and also upon the instructions 
drawn up for its use, especially the latter. 
The forms to be ~sed depend upon the character and size of the 
business . The essential forms are a bin tag, a requisition 
and a perpetua l invent ory form . 
Each item of stock should be given a symbol number. The system 
of symbols shou ld be simple as possible but not too simple that 
inaccurate re cords would result. The use of bin tags is 
essential and care should be exercised that all tins are tagged 
and the information on the bin tags is accurate and up to date. 
Form AA is a simple bin tag and Form BE gives more detail. 
BIN ·TAG 
Article 
--------------------------------Symbol ______________________________ _ 
Material 
---------------------------------
Maximum inimum 
--- - --- - -----
FORM AA 
0 
bate Rec ' d Issued Balance 
Article Symbol 
Material 
Max . I Min. 
Date' Rec ' d · Issued Balance 
I 
Pver Fo rward 
" 
0 
/ 
FORM BB 
Usi~ bin tag Fonn B it would hel p if the purchase order number 
or requisition order numbers were entered on the tag , also 
this woul d help to identi£y receipts and shipments. 
·-
A stores requ isition is an order f or the de livery of mater ial 
from storeroom to factory~ It should provide for a symbol of 
the a ccount to which t he material is to be charged ; the amount 
of materia1 and its description , the nam:~ of the department to 
wh ich it is to be delivered when de livery is to be made and 
signature of party authorizing it. 
Stores r equisition should originate in the production cont rol 
department . All request ions should be scrut inized by the s tore-
keeper for errors. In some oa ses i t is desirable to l imit the 
amount Nhioh can be sent out on one requis i tion especially if 
the material possess considerable value. After the material i s 
issued t he requisitions are for'Narded to the control department 
where they are sorted according to s :ymbol for posting . After 
the requ isit ion is priced and ex~ens ions made the posting is 
made to the stock ledger card or sheet. U IUlsed material is 
returned to the stockroom accompanied by a stores return showing 
account to be credited. This stores return is then sent to the 
control department where i t goes thru the same procedure as the 
requisition ~ The price on i t should agree with t he price at 
which the material was requisitioned. (See Form CC) 
Many perpetual inventor y forms are in use. Form. DD shows a 
simple arrangement. Form EE is des igned to obviate certain 
difficulties i n pricing which are liable to occur whe~ some of 
the ordinary fonns are used. · Amounts received ar~ brought into 
the ".Amount Rece ived" column and carried over and added to the 
previous balance in the u.Amount on Hand" column. The price 
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STOCK RECORD 
Article Maximum 
Symbol Minimum 
Ordered 'Received Withdrawn Bal ance 
Date Reg. Amount Date 
Reg. 
lf\mt • Date Reg Amt . No. No. No. 
FORM DD 
. STOCK RECORD 
--
Amount Prioa Amount Amount Order 
Date Received CK Pe r on CK No. Date 
Uni t Hand Issued 
FORM EE 
per unit of the e.mrunt received is entered in the 11 Price per 
Unit" column. Entries for succeeding receipts of material are 
similarly entered. When material is issued on requisition, the 
e.m.runt is entered in the 11Amount Issued " column and deducted in 
the "Amount on Hand" column• The price of valuing the material 
issued is taken from the "Price per Unit11 column of the first 
line not checked . in the second "cK" column. This process is 
continued until the first amount is exhausted after which the 
price is taken from the second unchecked line in the "Price per 
Unit" column and so on. Sometimes the requisitions will exhaust 
one amount in the "Amount on Hind" column and require the taking 
of a part of the D:Jxt. In t-he case the two prices may not be 
the same. The quantity req~isitioned must in this case be split 
into as many parts as there are differnet prices and be priced 
accordingly. By this method calculations are simpl if'ied ard the 
total amount on hand is always shown. A:ny unusual balance of 
a quantity received may be shown in pencil to simplify its use 
in connection with the quanti ties which follow. Materials should 
be issued on requisition at ~he same price at which they are 
charged when received. This price may be secured from the invo ice 
or from the duplicate or the purchase orde r , providing it shows 
the correct purchase price. 
A stock record sheet is given in Fonn FF that is more detailed 
and complicated than Form DD and EE. 
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The stock ledger oard or book should show the following data: 
1. Description of material . 
2 • Factory requirements for each kird of material. 
I 
3. Quantity on hard, on order and allotted to pr oduction. 
4 . Quantity to be ordered when time comes to procure 
a new supply by production or purchase. 
5. Unit pr ice at which the particular item of store is to 
be priced on requ is i tions • 
6. Quantity consumed during given periods. 
1 • Value of stock on hand . 
This information serves the following purpose: 
1. Scientific plarming of purc:b.as ing and production . 
2 . Enables factory manager to meet requirements of Sales 
Department . 
3. Eliminates errors in ordering . 
4 . Reduces dead sto ·~k to a minirm1m. 
5. Avoids excess in inventories . 
6. Aids purchas ir>.g by mea ns of statistics of requirements. 
1. Aids fina ncial control by affording a running inventory. 
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